Tennis Match Results  
Southern New Hampshire vs Boston College  
(Flynn Complex & Recreation)

Boston College 7, Southern New Hampshire 0

**Singles competition**
1. Aidan McNulty (BC) def. Xavier Aubron (SNHU) 7-6, 6-3  
2. Kent Mukai (BC) def. Emerson Kelby (SNHU) 6-1, 6-1  
3. Conor Mullins (BC) def. Sebastian Martinez (SNHU) 3-6, 6-4, 7-5  
4. Matt Wagner (BC) def. Evan Eaton (SNHU) 6-0, 6-0  
5. Will Turner (BC) def. Jeremy Reichentahl (SNHU) 6-0, 6-1  
6. Jeffrey Melvin (BC) def. Brad Malenich (SNHU) 6-0, 6-0

**Doubles competition**
1. Xavier Aubron/Emerson Kelby (SNHU) def. Jeffrey Melvin/Matt Wagner (BC) 8-7  
2. Spencer Canny/Hank Workman (BC) def. Evan Eaton/Sebastian Martinez (SNHU) 8-2  
3. Alexander Aziz/Alexandre Thirouin (BC) def. Jeremy Reichentahl/Mark Dobek (SNHU) 8-3

Match Notes:  
Southern New Hampshire 2-3  
Boston College 4-7